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Year- 2021-22 

Shastri 3rd Year, 2nd Semester 

Subject- Political Science, Paper – 7th 

 

Time- 3½ hours                      Marks- 70 

 
Instruction: Each line should contain ten (10) words and each page should 

contain eight (8) lines. Answer the questions according to the instructions given 

to each unit separately. Marks allotted to each unit are indicated on the right 

hand margin.  

 

Unit-A 

Note: All the questions are compulsory. Each question carries 1 mark. 

Answer each in about 2 lines.             15 

1. Name the two parties (group) between whom the treaty of Versailles was 

signed. 

2. Who was the British prime minister and the American President during 

the Second World War? 

3. When was the league of nation founded? Where was its headquarters? 

4. Mention one country from the Triple Entente and one from the central / 

associated power group who participated in the First World War? When 

was it fought? 

5. What was the immediate cause that sparked off the Second World War in 

1939? 

6. Name the world court in the league of nation. 

7. Mein Kampf was the autobiography of which world leader? 

8. Name the allied power and one Axis power in the Second World War?  

9. When was the United Nations founded? Who was its first secretary 

general? 

10.  Name any two official languages of the United Nations. Where was the 

first peace keeping mission of the U.N sent? 

11.  Define cold war? When did it finally end? 

12.  What is Detente? Name any one treaty signed for easing tension between 

the two powers during Detente? 

13.  Mention any one difference between the old cold war and the new cold 

war since 1980-1991? Who were founder members of non-aligned 

movement? 

14.  Name any one global development that characterized the post-cold war 

period? Give any two international supra-regional organisations that were 

created in the post-cold war era in recent decades. 

15.  What is the full form of NATO? Which is the capital of Ukraine? 
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Unit- B 

Note: Answer any 5 questions within 8 Lines. Each question carries 3 

marks.                                          15 

16.  Illustrate some features of the world political order in the post-cold-war 

period? 

17.  Delineate briefly any two important treaties organised after the Paris 

Peace Conference in 1919? 

18.  Briefly elucidate some disputes resolved in the League of Nations? 

19.  Illuminate briefly the causes of the Second World War? 

20.  Discuss briefly, the main functions of the Security Council of the UN? 

21.  Outline briefly the various phases in the entire cold war period? 

22.  What was the importance of Non-alignment in the cold war period?  

 

 

Unit- C 

Note: Answer any 5 questions within 2 pages. Each question carries 6 

 marks.           30 

23.  The cold war has been one of the most volatile periods in world peace in   

the 20th century. In reference to this, elaborate the main political 

happenings during the new-cold war. 

24.  The Secretary General is the pivot around which the entire UN system 

rotates. In context to this examine the role and performance of the 

Secretary General in recent decades after the cold war era. 

25.  The Second World War was a death knell to Nazi Germany and western 

colonialism on but resulted in greater instability in world peace. In view 

of this elucidate the main causes and consequences of the Second World 

War, briefly mention important events of the war.  

26.  The treaty of Versailles was a dictated & insulting treaty on Germany. In 

consideration to this, illustrate the features of treaty of Versailles and its 

impact on Germany?  

27. The League proved to be a short lived arrangement for world peace. In 

view of this evaluate the performance of the League of Nations in 

handling political disputes giving some examples of in issues tackled by 

it? 

28.  The Non-alignment was a good strategic option for many developing 

Nations to be stay away from the two power blocs. In light of this, 

describe the origin of Non-alignment (NAM) & its performance over the 

years? 

29. The end of the Cold War ushered in a new world order and end of Soviet 

empire. In this regard, explain the nature of world politics and 

international order in the post-cold war era till now? 
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Unit- D 

Note:   Answer any one question in 5 pages.  It carries ten marks.   10 

30.  The treaty of Versailles and other treaties in Paris peace conference 

sowed the seeds of the Second World War. In Context of this, elucidate 

the main features of the treaty of Versailles and its contribution to the 

Second World War? 

31. The Cold War may have finished in 1991, but it’s again raising its head at 

different places in present world politics. Based on this assumption, 

evaluate in detail the 21st century post-cold war order. Also cite some 

recent examples of conflicts among big powers. 

32. The United Nations or any other international forum like NAM or G-20 

should be more democratic in composition and leadership to make them 

more meaningful towards achieving world peace. Taking this submission, 

elaborate the ways in which international and supra-regional organization 

whether global or regional can be made more effective in international 

peace and stability in the world today. 
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